
Problems with Outline
and Timeline

The screenshots on these pages are from a
completely new install.
The activity took place over the period of 45
minutes, which equates to the activity on a normal
site.
It involves two users (Admin and one member).
Each person uploaded a number of photos during
that period.

Problem
The Outline and Timeline are not accurately
recording this activity.
It’s possible that both the Outline and Timeline are
set to show only a certain number of photos. I’m
unable to find this setting, but it should be all
items, or an adjustable amount.

This screenshot shows that the timeline is empty
after a new install.

Admin posted 5 scenic photos. This is a screenshot
of his album page.

Only photos 1, 2 and 3 are shown in the Outline.
Photos 4 and 5 aren’t there even if the “Load
More” button is clicked.

Four photos are shown in the timeline. Photo 5 is
missing. Once again, clicking the “Load More”
button has no affect.
There doesn’t seem to be any settings in the
Timeline or Photos Modules to change these
figures.
The end result is that neither the Outline or
Timeline are accurate representations of a day’s
activities and maybe a better description would
be “General Overview” if this is intended.



A few moments after the previous screenshots
were taken, Admin added four new photos. The
above screenshot is from the Albums Folder.

Once again, the Outline only shows three of the
new photos, this time with the first photo
(Image 1) missing. In the previous upload, Photo 5
was missing.

The previous batch of scenic photos have
disappeared completely.

The “Load More” button has no affect.

Members are not seeing a representation of the
day’s activities.

The timeline does display all four images, but the
previous batch by the same user are nowhere to be
seen.

User 2 posted a single photo (brown). This appears
correctly in the Outline, but the previous upload by
user 1 is still incorrect.



User 2’s Timeline also displays the single Photo
correctly.

A few minutes later, User 2 posted 3 more photos.
These appear in the Outline, but his first photo
posted a few minutes earlier has disappeared.

The Outline is missing:

● All of User 1’s scenic photos

● One of User 1’s graphic images

● One of User 2’s graphic images.

In a nutshell, six (6) images are displayed on the
outline and seven (7) images are missing.

In other words, the Outline is displaying under
50% of the past hour’s activities.

The “All Posts” Timeline on User 2’s profile page
shows all 4 photos he’s posted so far, but all of
User 1’s images are missing.

The “Load More” button does nothing.

User 2 uplaoaded another 2 images (5, 6). These
are displayed on the outline, but images 2 and 3
are shoved aside, as was image 1 previously.

It would seem that only 3 posts by the
same user are displayed within a certain
time frame.

What if we want more accuracy? How is
that figure increased?



The Timeline continues to show the last four
images uploaded by a single user. All previous
images upload by that user are gone, as are all the
images uploaded by User 1.

If any of this is planned, some
explanation would be helpful.

If there are settings available to allow
admin’s to show all activity, or increase
viewed items to (say) ten to avoid
flooding, where are these settings?

Thank you
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